
 

 

 

 

 

DREAM x CREATE!
Let Amsterdam inspire you – stretch your creative limits!   

As creative explorers, artists constantly crave  
inspiration and education, especially when it 
comes to art supplies and new techniques.  
Creator’s Studio Experience Kits are collections of 
products and tools to help retailers and teachers 
engage artists of all skill levels and build stronger, 
more loyal relationships. 

Kick your in-store demos and classes up a notch! 
We’ve got you covered – just open the box, watch 
the instructional video tutorials, review the  
teaching materials and set up your space. All the 
core supplies are ready for your students to  

CREATOR’S STUDIO EXPERIENCE KIT:  
AMSTERDAM PEARL ACRYLICS 

immerse themselves in a fun “edu-tainment”  
experience. Take advantage of this catalyst for 
creativity and let’s get your pARTy started! 

•  Attendees will explore the pearlescent shades 
of Amsterdam Standard Acrylics to learn how to 
use them alone or blended with other colors

•  Take-away gifts valued at over $15 per attendee 
make it well worth charging a small class fee,  
if desired

•  Comprehensive digital advertising asset  
package for promoting the event included

Available May 2022

NOVICE/GIFTABLE STUDY ARTIST PROFESSIONAL

CREATOR’S  
STUDIO 

EXPERIENCE
EXPLORING PEARL ACRYLIC COLORS

Another fun project  
with Amsterdam 
Pearl Colors!

ACRYLIC 101
Coined in 1843, the word “acrylic” refers to a chemical 
derivative of acrolein, an oil derived from glycerol. 
Otto Rohm invented the acrylic polymer and it was 
patented in Germany in the 1930s by Rohm and Haas. 
The original acrylic paint was spirit-based (requiring 
white spirits or turpentine as a solvent), which differs 
from modern acrylic paint that’s composed of pigments 
ground in acrylic resin and brought into emulsion  
using solvents.

In the 1950s, the first water-based artist acrylics were 
developed in Mexico City and New York City. This new 
technology for paint required less preparation, was 
easier to clean up, released fewer fumes and performed 
to work as well, if not better, than solvent-based paints.

Some of the earliest artists to embrace these new 
acrylics were Mexican muralists Diego Rivera, Jose 
Orozco and David Siqueiros. It didn’t take off with US 
artists until the 1960s. Color field painters like Helen 
Frankenthaler and Morris Louis, as well as pop artist 
James Rosenquist used water-based acrylics for their 
staining properties and surface quality.

Properties
Acrylic paint has virtually limitless applications, from 
traditional to mixed media techniques. It adheres to 
itself and any absorbent or semi-absorbant surface 
that’s grease-free. It can be used alone, thinned with 
water, and/or mixed with a medium.

The paint’s excellent adhesive strength is due to the 
binder, which is a dispersion of microscopic acrylic resin 
particles in water. Sand, stone, sawdust, wood, textiles, 
paper and other elements can be mixed with the paint 

EXPLORING PEARL ACRYLIC COLORS

for textural effects. Acrylic is ideal for murals – even 
on surfaces like fresh cement and stucco that contain 
aggressive alkaline elements, against which a pure 
acrylic resin is resistant.

 

The coloring agents used in acrylics can be pigment or 
dye, but pigments are preferred in artist-quality paints 
for their lightfastness. Pigments can be differentiated 
by origin type (organic, inorganic, synthetic) and/or how 
they absorb/reflect light waves (1-D: absorption, 2-D: 
metallic, 3-D: interference or pearl).

Acrylic dries to the touch in minutes and is completely 
dry in 24-72 hours, depending upon the thickness. Once 
dry, it is waterproof and moisture-controlling. The film is 
incredibly flexible, therefore highly versatile for use on 
many surfaces.

Acrylics will have some degree of mass shift, meaning 
the marks may level or shrink after drying. This can be 
mitigated with blending mediums. Most colors will also 
have some degree of shift, meaning they may darken 
as they dry. This is due to the binder being milky white 
while fluid, then drying clear to reveal the pigment’s true 
hue and value.

No harmful or hazardous solvents are needed for clean-
up with acrylics – soap and water are all you need!

3-D (interference  
or pearl pigments)

2-D (metallic)1-D (absorption)
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AMSTERDAM STANDARD ACRYLIC CREATOR’S STUDIO EXPERIENCE KIT – PEARL COLORS

ITEM NO. CONTENTS MOQ MSRP

CSEKIT02 -  2 TUBES (120ML) EACH OF AMSTERDAM STANDARD ACRYLIC COLOUR (Primary Magenta 369, Primary Cyan 
572, Pearl White 817, Pearl Yellow 818, Pearl Violet 821, Pearl Green 822)

- 2 PADS OF VAN GOGH WATER COLOUR PAPER (Black)
- 6 SETS OF TALENS ART CREATION PALETTE KNIVES
- 12 DEMONSTRATION INSTRUCTION GUIDES WITH QR CODES TO EDUCATIONAL HOW-TO-VIDEOS
- 12 PRODUCT INFORMATION AND COLOR CHARTS INFO SHEETS
- BEANIE FOR DEMONSTRATOR/TEACHER
- SWAG FOR ATTENDEES (Amsterdam Keychain & two 20ml tubes each of Pearl Red 819 and Pearl Blue 820)
- COMPREHENSIVE DIGITAL ASSET PACKAGE FOR EVENT PROMOTION

1 $297.70

EXPERIENCE
OVERVIEW
In this experience, the goal is to observe how  
luminescent Amsterdam Pearl colors are and 
see how they compare and contrast on light 
versus dark surfaces. While creating a grid 
of swatches, you’ll also experience how they 
intensify and enhance primary pigments  
when mixed.

With Amsterdam Standard Pearl colors, artists 
of all genres can create shimmering metallic 
effects and dynamic dimension to express 
subtle, reflective nuances with light. 

MATERIALS
• Amsterdam Standard Acrylic Colors 

(Primary Magenta 369, Primary Cyan   
572, Pearl White 817, Pearl Yellow 818,   
Pearl Violet 821, Pearl Green 822)

• Van Gogh Water Colour Paper – Black
• Talens Art Creation Palette Knife   
• Painting Rags or Paper Towels and  
 Scrap Paper

EXPLORING THE  
AMAZING LUMINOSITY  
OF AMSTERDAM  
PEARL COLORS!

Pearl White 817 Pearl Yellow 818 Pearl Red 819

Pearl Blue 820 Pearl Violet 821 Pearl Green 822

Amsterdam Standard Acrylic Paints are  
available in the broadest range of remarkably 
vibrant colors that are skillfully made with 
high-grade pigments and a 100% acrylic  
emulsion. They are lightfast with medium  
viscosity, making them smooth and easy to  
apply. With a variety of opacity levels, this paint 
series is extremely versatile, especially when 
combined with Amsterdam Acrylic mediums.

The six Pearl colors in the Amsterdam  
Standard Series are beautiful on their own,  
but their true potential is revealed when 
mixed with traditional colors to create  
amazing luminosity.

TIPS
• Work in a well-lit space to view the 

most authentic colors and luminosity.
• Clean your palette knife thoroughly  

between each color mixture.

STEP 6  Blend each pair of primary mixes 
created in Step 5 to create a new row of 
secondary color mixes, then compare to 
the primary mixes, noting variations in hue, 
opacity and intensity.

STEP 5  Mix each primary and Pearl 
combination with the palette knife and pull 
an undertone for each. Tilt the sheet in the 
light to compare the primary mixes, noting 
variations in hue, opacity and intensity.

STEP 1 (not pictured)  Paint one of the Pearl 
colors on a scrap of white paper and observe 
its transparency and general appearance.

STEP 4  Squeeze a bit of each Pearl color 
along each row of primaries, then add a bit 
of the corresponding primary to each Pearl.

STEP 2  Squeeze a bit of each color on the 
black paper – place two primaries on the left 
side (or right side for left-handers) and four 
Pearls across the top.

STEP 3  Spread out each color into similar 
size swatches with a palette knife and pull 
an undertone for each. Hold up the sheet 
and tilt back and forth to compare the 
opacity and transparency of the primaries 
versus the Pearls in the light.

RESULT
A world of new colors simply through mixing Amsterdam Pearl colors with primary colors!
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Amsterdam Beanie  
(Instructor Gift) 

2 - Van Gogh Black Watercolor 
Paper Pads

12 - 120ml Tubes  
Amsterdam Acrylic Paint 6 - Palette Knife Sets

24 - 20ml Tubes Pearl Red & Pearl Blue 
 12 - Amsterdam Keychain 

(Attendee Gifts)

1- Instructor Guide

12 - Amsterdam Acrylics  
Complete Color Charts

(Attendee Gift)

13 -Demonstration Guides

CREATOR’S STUDIO  
EXPERIENCE
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

IMPORTANT: Scan the  
QR codes to watch the 
videos BEFORE you begin

!

Tips for a  
Successful  

Event

Amsterdam Acrylic 
Pearl Colors   

Demonstration

AMSTERDAM ALL ACRYLIC PEARL COLORS

@ROYALTALENSNA 
#CREATEWITHROYALTALENS

ENCOURAGE ATTENDEES TO 
SHARE THEIR PROJECT FOR  

A CHANCE TO WIN!
(Royal Talens will randomly select shared posts  

and send winners fun swag OR free product)

WHAT’S INSIDE?

DEMO SUPPLIES:

DEMO SUPPORT MATERIALS:

GIFTS FOR INSTRUCTOR AND ATTENDEES:


